Fermi operator expansion (FOE) methods are powerful alternatives to diagonalization type methods for solving Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KSDFT). One example is the pole expansion and selected inversion (PEXSI) method, which approxi- 
I. INTRODUCTION
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KSDFT) is the most widely used theory for electronic-structure calculations. In the framework of the self-consistent field (SCF) iteration, the computational cost for solving KSDFT is mainly determined by the cost associated with the evaluation of the electron density for a given Kohn-Sham potential during each iteration. The most widely used method to perform such an evaluation is to partially or fully diagonalize the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, by means of computing a set of eigenvectors corresponding to the algebraically smallest eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. The complexity of this approach is O(N 3 e ), where N e is the number of electrons in the atomistic system of interest. As the number of atoms or electrons in the system increases, the cost of this diagonalization step becomes prohibitively expensive.
In the past two decades, various numerical algorithms have been developed for solving KSDFT without invoking the diagonalization procedure. One particular class of algorithms are the linear scaling algorithms 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 18, 25, 33 , which relies on the near-sightedness principle for insulating systems with large gaps 17, 28 to truncate elements of the density matrix away from the diagonal. Among such methods, the Fermi operator expansion method (FOE) 8 was also originally proposed as a linear scaling method for insulating systems. Recently, the pole expansion and selected inversion (PEXSI) method, which can be viewed as a FOE method by approximating the Fermi operator using rational matrix functions, first achieved computational complexity that is at most O(N 2 e ) for both insulating and metallic systems 16, 20, 22 .
More specifically, the computational complexity of PEXSI depends on the dimensionality of the system: the cost for quasi-1D systems such as nanotubes is O(N e ) i.e. linear scaling;
for quasi-2D systems such as graphene and surfaces (slabs) is O(N 1.5 e ); for general 3D bulk systems is O(N 2 e ). PEXSI can be accurately applied to general materials system including small gapped systems and metallic systems, and remains accurate at low temperatures. The PEXSI method has a two-level parallelism structure and is by design highly scalable using 10, 000 ∼ 100, 000 processors on high performance machines. The PEXSI software package 2 has been integrated into a number of electronic structure software packages such as 6 , and has been used for accelerating materials simulation with more than 10000 atoms 13, 14 .
One challenge for the PEXSI method, and for FOE methods using rational approxima-tions in general, is to determine the chemical potential µ so that the computed number of electrons at each SCF iteration is N e within some given tolerance. This amounts to solving a scalar equation
Here N β (µ) is the number of electrons evaluated using PEXSI at a given chemical potential, and β = 1/(k B T ) is the inverse temperature.
Note that N β (µ) is a monotonically non-decreasing function with respect to µ, and the simplest strategy to solve Eq. (1) is the bisection method. However, starting from a reasonably large search interval, the bisection method can require tens of iterations to converge.
This makes it more difficult to reach the crossover point compared to diagonalization type methods, and hinders the effectiveness of the method. It also introduces potentially large fluctuation in terms of the running time among different SCF iterations. One option to accelerate the convergence of the bisection method is to use Newton's method, which takes the derivative information into account and is expected to converge within a few iterations.
However, the effectiveness of Newton's method relies on the assumption that the derivative of N β (µ) with respect to µ does not vanish. This assumption fails whenever µ is inside a band gap. A possible remedy is to use a regularized derivative, but this may instead reduce the convergence rate and increase the number of PEXSI evaluations per SCF iteration. Furthermore, when the initial guess is far away from the true chemical potential, the derivative information is not very useful in general. A robust algorithm needs to handle all cases efficiently, and finds the solution within at most a handful of evaluations starting from a possible wild initial guess. Hence the seemingly innocent scalar equation (1) turns out to be not so easy in practice.
In Ref. 21 , we have proposed a hybrid Newton type method for determining the chemical potential in the context of the PEXSI method. This method uses an inertia counting strategy to rapidly reduce the size of the search interval for the chemical potential, starting from a large search interval. When the search interval becomes sufficiently small, a Newton type method is then used. With the help of the inertia counting strategy, the number of Newton steps is in general small (usually no more than 5), and each Newton step amounts to one step of evaluation of the Fermi operator. As discussed above, the Newton step may still occasionally over-correct the chemical potential due to the small but not vanishing derivative information, and the correction needs to be discarded when it exceeds a certain threshold value. In such a case, the inertia counting procedure needs to be invoked again with some updated searching criterion. In this unfavorable regime, the effectiveness of the PEXSI method is hindered. This procedure also inevitably introduces extra tunable parameters, of which the values may be difficult to predict a priori.
In The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the PEXSI method in section II, we describe the new method for robust determination of the chemical potential in section III. The numerical results are given in section IV, followed by conclusion and discussion in section V. Some estimates related to the update of the bounds among consecutive SCF steps is given in Appendix A. 
II. POLE EXPANSION AND SELECTED INVERSION METHOD
Here β = 1/k B T is the inverse temperature, and
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution (spin degeneracy is omitted). The chemical potential µ chosen to ensure that
where N e is the number of electrons. The computational complexity for the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem is typically O(N 3 e ). Since f β (·) is a smooth function when β is finite, the Fermi operator expansion (FOE) method expands f β (·) using a linear combination of simple functions such as polynomials or rational functions, so that the density matrix can be evaluated by matrix-matrix multiplication or matrix inversion, without computing any eigenvalue or eigenfunction. The recently developed pole expansion and selected inversion (PEXSI) method 20, 22 is one type of FOE methods, which expands Γ using a rational approximation as
Here 
is the spectral radius corresponding to the occupied eigenvalues, which can be significantly smaller than the spectral radius of the matrix pencil (H, S). Due to these advantages, we adopt Moussa's method as the default option for the pole expansion for the density matrix.
However, the optimization based pole expansion approach has two minor drawbacks compared to the contour integral approach. First, the validity of the contour integral approach only depends on the analytical structure of the function to be approximated in the complex plane, rather than the detailed form of the function. This fact allows us to use exactly the same set of poles to approximate multiple matrix functions simultaneously, such as the energy density matrix and the free energy density matrix used for computing the Pulay force and the electronic entropy, respectively 20, 21 . This property does not hold for optimization based pole expansion method. Second, the contour integral approach is a semi-analytic approach, and can achieve very high accuracy (e.g. the error of the force can be as small as 10 −9 Hartree/Bohr when compared to results from diagonalization method) without suffering from numerical problems. On the other hand, the optimization problem for finding the pole expansion can become increasingly ill-conditioned as the requirement of accuracy increases.
In order to obtain the electron density in the real space, it is not necessary to evaluate the entire density matrix Γ. When the local or semilocal exchange-correlation functionals are used, only the selected elements {Γ ij |H ij = 0} are in general needed, even if the offdiagonal elements of Γ decay slowly as in the case of metallic systems. We remark that when a matrix element H ij is accidentally zero (often due to symmetry conditions), such zero elements should also be treated as nonzero elements. According to Eq. (6), we only need to evaluate these selected elements of each Green's function. This can be achieved via the selected inversion method 16, 22, 24 . For a (complex) symmetric matrix of the form In addition to its favorable asymptotic complexity, the PEXSI method is also inherently more scalable than the standard approach based on matrix diagonalization when it is implemented on a parallel computer. The parallelism in PEXSI exists at two levels. First, the LU factorization and the selected inversion processes associated with different poles are completely independent. Second, each LU factorization and selected inversion can be parallelized. We use the SuperLU DIST 19 package for parallel LU factorization, and PSelInv
15,16
for parallel selected inversion, respectively. In practice the PEXSI method can harness over 100, 000 processors on high performance computers.
III. ROBUST DETERMINATION OF THE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
Unlike diagonalization type methods, in general the chemical potential µ cannot be read off directly from one evaluation of the Fermi operator. Typically several iterations are needed to identify the chemical potential in order to satisfy the equation (5) . As discussed in the introduction, the behavior of the function N β can depend on whether the system is insulating or metallic, and whether the temperature is low or high compared to the magnitude of the gap. Furthermore, when the initial guess is far away from the true chemical potential, the derivative information N ′ β (µ) is in general not very useful. Figure 1 illustrates that the behavior of N β (µ) for an insulating and a metallic system, respectively. The details of the setup of the systems are given in section IV. We obtain such bounds through a coarse level and a fine level procedure as follows. At the coarse level, we use an inertia counting procedure previously developed in Ref. 21, which is an inexpensive procedure to compute the zero temperature limit N β=∞ (µ) for a set of values of µ. Since the temperature effect is usually on the order of 100 K, which is orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the search interval which is on the order of Hartree (1 Hartree ≈ 315774 K), such zero temperature information can provide estimates of the upper and lower bounds until the finite temperature effects becomes non-negligible. Then at the fine level, we use PEXSI to evaluate N β (µ) for a smaller set of values of µ (the size of this set is denoted by N point ), which properly takes the finite temperature effect into account and refines the bounds. The evaluation of the Fermi operator at multiple values of µ also allows us to interpolate the chemical potential as well as the density matrix, so that Eq. (1) is satisfied up to the error of the interpolation procedure. The procedure above is all that is involved in a single SCF iteration, and no further iteration is necessary within the SCF iteration.
At the coarse level and the fine level, the multiple evaluations of N ∞ (µ) and N β (µ) can be evaluated in an embarrassingly parallel fashion. Compared to Ref. 21 , this adds a third layer of parallelism. This is the key to achieve high efficiency using the PEXSI method. We assume the total number of processors is denoted by
where N sparse is the number of processors for operations on each matrix, such as LU factorization or selected inversion. N pole = P is the number of poles in the pole expansion.
When the number of processors is a multiple of N pole N point , all poles can be evaluated fully in parallel, and we refer to this case the full parallelization regime. In this case the wall clock time of the new method during each SCF iteration is approximately the same as that for one single evaluation of the Fermi operator.
In order to guarantee that µ can converge to the true value of the chemical potential when SCF converges, the upper and lower bounds of the chemical potential must also reduce proportionally with respect to the residual error in the SCF iteration. Our method dynamically updates the interval between consecutive SCF steps, which is rigorously controlled by the magnitude of the change of the Kohn-Sham potential. In particular, when the SCF iteration is close to its convergence, the size of the search interval characterized by the upper and lower bounds is smaller than the finite temperature effect. In such case, the coarse level inertia counting procedure can be safely skipped, and the wall clock time is precisely the same as that for one single PEXSI evaluation.
A. Coarse level: Inertia counting
While the computation of N β (µ) requires the evaluation of the Fermi operator, it turns out to be much easier to compute N ∞ (µ) without diagonalizing the matrix pencil (H, S).
Here the subscript β = ∞ refers to the zero temperature limit. 
where L is unit lower triangular and D is diagonal. Since D is congruent to H − µS, D has the same inertia as that of H − µS. Hence, we can obtain N ∞ (µ) by simply counting the number of negative entries in D. The matrix decomposition can be computed efficiently by using a sparse LDL T or LU factorization with a symmetric permutation strategy. The same conclusion holds when H is Hermitian, and in this case one then replaces the LDL T factorization by the LDL * factorization, where L * is the Hermitian conjugate of L. Compared to the evaluation of the Fermi operator using PEXSI, the inertia counting step is fast for a number of reasons: 1) PEXSI requires both the sparse factorization and selected inversion, and inertia counting only requires a sparse factorization. 2) PEXSI requires evaluations of P Green's functions to obtain one value of N β (µ), and inertia counting obtains N ∞ (µ) with one factorization. 3) PEXSI requires complex arithmetic, and for real matrices the inertia counting procedure only requires real arithmetic and thus fewer floating point operations.
Hence the inertia counting step takes only a fraction of the time by each PEXSI evaluation.
The inertia counting strategy is naturally suited for parallelization. The N proc processors in Eq. (7) can be partitioned into N pole N point groups. Starting from an initial guess interval (µ min , µ max ), a set of values {N ∞ (µ g )} can be simultaneously evaluated on a uniform grid
The inertia counting procedure can determine that only one of the interval should contain the chemical potential, and the same procedure can be applied to this refined interval. It The effectiveness of the inertia searching procedure relies on that N β (µ) can be well approximated by N ∞ (µ). This approximation is clearly valid when the search interval is much larger than 1/β = k B T . When the search interval is comparable to k B T , the difference of the two quantities becomes noticeable, and care must be taken so that the search interval does not become too small to leave the true chemical potential outside. In Ref. 21 , we employ an interpolation procedure to estimate N β (µ) from N ∞ (µ). The potential drawback of this procedure is that the true chemical potential may not be always included in the search interval. In this case, the subsequent PEXSI step can fail, and one must go back to the previous inertia counting stage with an expanded search interval.
In this work, we use the information N ∞ (µ g ) only to calculate the upper and lower bounds for N β (µ g ), which guarantees that the true chemical potential is always contained in the search interval, up to the error controlled by a single parameter τ β . More specifically, since the Fermi-Dirac function f β (x) is a non-increasing function and rapidly approaches 1 when x < 0 and 0 when x > 0, we can select a number τ β so that we can approximate
τ β is a tunable parameter but is not system dependent. In practice we find that setting τ β = 3/β = 3k B T is a sufficiently conservative value for the robustness of our method. With this controlled approximation, we have
Hence each evaluation of N ∞ provides an upper and a lower bound for N β at two other energy points according to (10) . This provides an estimate of the chemical potential on each grid point of the uniform grid in the inertia counting. If µ − τ β exceeds the lower bound or µ + τ β exceeds the upper bound, we can just take the lower bound to be 0, or the upper bound to be the matrix size, respectively. We set µ min to be the largest µ so that the upper bound is below N e , and µ max is the smallest µ so that the lower bound is above N e . Fig. 2 illustrates the refinement procedure of the bounds for the chemical potential for the PNR 180 system. In step 4, the inertia counting procedure stops because the upper and lower bounds can not be further refined.
The inertia counting stops when µ max − µ min is below certain tolerance denoted by τ µ inertia , or when the lower and upper bound cannot be further refined, whichever is satisfied first.
In particular, if the size of the initial search interval is smaller than the given tolerance, the inertia counting procedure should be skipped directly. As will be discussed later, the capability of skipping the inertia counting procedure is important for the self-correction of the search interval for the chemical potential. The output of the inertia counting procedure is an updated search interval, still denoted by (µ min , µ max ) ready for the evaluation of the Fermi operator.
B. Fine level: Multiple point evaluation of the Fermi operator
After the inertia counting step converges, we refine the upper and lower bounds of the chemical potential by evaluating the Fermi operator on multiple points using PEXSI. This step also gives the density matrix Γ. Our target is to minimize the wall clock time with the help of parallelization. Hence motivated from the inertia counting procedure that performs multiple matrix factorizations simultaneously, we can also perform N point PEXSI evaluations simultaneously. In the current context, the method in Ref. 21 can be regarded as choosing
Starting from the search interval (µ min , µ max ) from the output of the inertia counting procedure, this interval is uniformly divided into N point − 1 intervals as
and the density matrix Γ(µ g ) and hence number of electrons N β (µ g ) can be evaluated simultaneously for all points. Unlike inertia counting, N β (µ g ) is evaluated accurately with the finite temperature effect correctly taken into account, and the only error is from the pole expansion. This naturally updates the upper and lower bound of the chemical potential µ max , µ min , respectively. If |N β (µ g ) − N e | is already smaller than the given tolerance τ Ne for some g, then the PEXSI step converges. We set µ = µ g , Γ = Γ(µ g ) and we may proceed to the next SCF iteration. If the condition is satisfied for multiple g, we simply choose the first µ g that satisfies the convergence criterion. If the convergence criterion is not met for any µ g , we construct a piecewise interpolation polynomial N β (µ) that is monotonically non-decreasing, and satisfies
Then the chemical potential is identified by solving N β (µ) = N e . Such an interpolation can be constructed using e.g. the monotone cubic spline interpolation 32 . In practice we find the following linear interpolation procedure is simpler and works almost equally efficiently:
We identify an interval (µ g * , µ g * +1 ) so that N β (µ g * ) < N e < N β (µ g * +1 ). Then the chemical potential is found by solving the linear equation
Once µ is obtained, the density matrix is linearly mixed similarly as
Note that the interpolation procedure does not guarantee that µ satisfies the condition (5).
However, it will ensure that the search interval is reduced at least by a factor (N point − 1) −1 , and hence with k steps of iteration, the convergence rate of the chemical potential is at least (N point − 1) −k . At each step of the iteration, the true chemical potential is always contained in the search interval. Hence the refinement is more robust than Newton type methods, and it does not need to fold back to the inertia counting stage. The extra flexibility in choosing N point means that faster convergence can be achieved when a larger amount of computational resource is available. We also remark that the two end points of the search interval in Eq. (11) are always the lower and upper bounds for µ, and hence can often be discarded in practical calculations. This increases the efficiency especially when N point is small. In practice we find that even the extreme case with N point = 2 with dropped end points is already very robust, and this is the default choice in our implementation.
C. Dynamical update of the search interval
After the inertia counting and the multiple point evaluation step, the search interval 
Then following the derivation in Appendix A, the chemical potential must be contained in the interval (µ min + ∆V min , µ max + ∆V max ). This interval provides an upper and lower bound for the chemical potential for the new matrix pencil (H, S), and can be used as the initial search interval in the next SCF iteration.
Note that when (µ max − µ min ) + (∆V max − ∆V min ) is smaller than the stopping criterion of the inertia counting τ β , the inertia counting step will be skipped automatically and only the PEXSI step will be executed. When the SCF iteration is close to its convergence, ∆V max − ∆V min becomes small, and the search interval will be systematically reduced. A pseudocode for our method is summarized in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 Robust determination of the chemical potential.
Input:
(µ min , µ max ) as the initial search interval.
Output:
Converged density matrix Γ and chemical potential µ.
1: while SCF has not converged do while Inertia counting has not converged do 4:
Evaluate N ∞ (µ g ) for the processor group associated with µ g from Eq. (8).
6:
Construct the upper and lower bounds for N β (µ g ) for each point µ g .
7:
Update the search interval (µ min , µ max ).
8:
for g = 1 to N point do 9: for l = 1 to N pole do 10: Evaluate the pole (H − (z l + µ)S) −1 for the processor group associated with l 11:
Evaluate µ and Γ for processor group associated with µ g from Eq. (11) if needed.
12:
Perform linear interpolation for µ and Γ according to Eq. (13) and (14). 13: Evaluate the density and the new potential. Compute the difference of the potential ∆V .
14:
Update the search interval (µ min , µ max ) ← (µ min + ∆V min , µ max + ∆V max ).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have implemented the new method in the PEXSI package 2 , which is a standalone software package for evaluating the density matrix for a given matrix pencil (H, S). For electronic structure calculations, the PEXSI package is also integrated into the recently developed "Electronic Structure Infrastructure" (ELSI) software package 1 . In order to demonstrate that the performance of the new method in the context of SCF iterations for real materials, we test its performance in the DGDFT (Discontinuous Galerkin Density Functional Theory) software package 12, 23 , which is a massively parallel electronic structure software package for large scale DFT calculations using adaptive local basis functions (ALB).
Our test systems include a semiconducting phospherene nanoribbon (PNR) with 180 atoms, and two metallic graphene (GRN) systems with 180 and 6480 atoms respectively.
As shown in Figure 3 , the GRN system is a metallic system and PNR is a semi-conductor system with a band gap of 0.48 eV. We set the kinetic energy cutoff to be 40 Hartree, We first demonstrate the accuracy of the pole expansion using two approaches: the contour integral approach 22 , and the optimization approach by Moussa 27 . The test is performed using a fully converged Hamiltonian matrix from GRN 180 system, benchmarked against results from diagonalization methods using the pdsyevd routine in ScaLAPACK. The accuracy of the pole expansion is measured by the error of the energy denoted by ∆E, and the maximum error of the force denoted by ∆F , respectively. As shown in figure 4 , in the contour integral approach, both errors decay exponentially with respect to the number of poles. When 80 poles are used, the pole expansion is highly accurate, as ∆E ≈ 10 −7 Hartree and ∆F ≈ 10 −9 Hartree/Bohr, respectively. However, in practical KSDFT calculations, the accuracy reached by expansion with 60 poles is already sufficiently accurate. Such accuracy can be achieved by using 20 poles with the optimization method, which reduces the number of poles by a factor of 3. Nonetheless, when a larger number of poles are requested, the optimization method solves an increasing more ill-conditioned problem, and the error stops decreasing after 30 poles are used. as the "PEXSI-old" method, as opposed to the "PEXSI-new" method in this paper. We then examine the convergence of the SCF iterations using the PEXSI-new, PEXSI-old, as well as ScaLAPACK methods, respectively. The residual error of the potential is defined In order to demonstrate the performance of PEXSI for a relatively large metallic system, we further consider the GRN 6480 atom system. Figure 6a shows the number of iterations at the coarse level (inertia counting) and at the fine level (evaluation of the Fermi operator) in the PEXSI-new and PEXSI-old methods, respectively. The PEXSI-new method uses only one iteration at the fine level by construction, while the PEXSI-old method uses 2 − 3 fine level steps during the SCF iteration. We also find that PEXSI-new involves on average less number of coarse level inertia counting steps as well. Figure 6b reports the average wall clock time per SCF iteration for PEXSI-new, PEXSI-old and diagonalization using ScaLAPACK, all using 5184 cores. We also report the timing for LU factorization and selected inversion separately for the evaluation of the Fermi operator at the fine level. We can clearly observe that despite the inertia counting steps at the coarse level may require multiple iterations, it is much less costly compared to the fine level evaluation step. Compared to PEXSI-old, PEXSI-new reduces the wall clock time by around a factor of 2 due to the reduced number of fine level evaluations. We also remark that while the wall clock time using ScaLAPACK In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the strategy of on-the-fly convergence of the chemical potential, we apply the PEXSI-new method to perform ab initio molecular dynamics simulation for PNR 180 system in the NVE ensemble. We use the Verlet method to produce a trajectory of length 250 fs. We set the initial temperature to be 300K. Figure 7 shows the potential energy E pot and the total energy E tot , as well as the drift of the total energy along the simulation, which is defined as E drif t (t) = Etot(t)−Etot(0) Etot(0)
. We find that the use of the PEXSI-new method leads to a very small drift less than 1.7 × 10 −6 . 
where the last inequality comes from that µ min is a lower bound for the chemical potential associated with the matrix pencil (H, S). Similarly
The inequalities (A5) and (A6) establish that the chemical potential associated with the matrix pencil ( H, S) is contained in the updated interval (µ min + ∆V min , µ max + ∆V max ).
